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Abstract

Fluctuations in the terms of trade—the price of a country’s exports relative
to the price of its imports—are a source of perennial concern to policymakers in
developing countries and industrialized nations alike. Terms of trade growth
is extremely volatile and can lead to sudden changes in a country’s economic
health. This paper seeks to understand the sources of fluctuations in the terms
of trade. We decompose a country’s terms of trade volatility into a component
stemming from differences in the composition of import baskets and export
baskets, which we define as a “goods price effect,” and a component due to
cross-country differences in the price of a particular class of goods, which we
call a “country price effect.” We ask whether the decomposition depends in a
clear way on country characteristics—developed vs. less-developed; exporter of
manufactured goods vs. exporter of fuels or other commodities? Our goal in
this paper is twofold. First, we provide new evidence on the sources of terms of
trade volatility that should be of use to policymakers. Second, the stylized facts
that emerge from this analysis will provide guidance for economists seeking to
build better models of interdependent economies. Key words: Terms of trade;
International business cycles. JEL classifications: E32; F41.

∗All errors and omissions are our own. The views expressed herein are those of the authors and
not necessarily those of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago or the Federal Reserve System.
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1 Introduction

Fluctuations in the terms of trade—the price of a country’s exports relative to the price

of its imports—are a source of perennial concern to policymakers in developing coun-

tries and industrialized nations alike. Terms of trade growth is extremely volatile,

with a standard deviation of 9% per year for developed countries and about 19% per

year for developing countries. Sharp movements in the terms of trade are thus quite

common, and can lead to sudden changes in a country’s trade balance and current

account and the possibility of difficulty in financing a large national debt. Within

the country, sharp movements in the terms of trade can cause sudden sectoral imbal-

ances with export and import-competing sectors experiencing very different pressures

on sectoral output and wages. Policymakers are understandably anxious to avoid

difficulties with financing current account imbalances as well as the internal tensions

between exporters and import-competing sectors, and thus seek to understand the

sources of shocks to the terms of trade in the hope of developing policies that can

mitigate the economic disruption caused by these shocks. For example, a country

that exports only one or two goods may seek to reduce the volatility in the terms of

trade by promoting policies that lead to a more diversified export sector. Behind

this reasoning is the belief that the terms of trade fluctuate primarily because the

terms of trade is the relative price of two very different bundles of goods. But in-

dustrialized countries, with their more-diversified export sectors and their significant

two-way trade in manufactured goods, still experience very large fluctuations in the

terms of trade. This suggests that fluctuations in a country’s terms of trade may arise

from the fact that similar goods sell for very different prices in different countries.1

If this is the main force leading to fluctuations in the terms of trade, diversification

of a country’s export sector may not lead to much of a reduction in terms of trade

volatility.

This paper seeks to understand the sources of fluctuations in the terms of trade.

We use World Bank data on exports and imports for 100 countries and three major

1In fact, much recent research has documented the empirical importance of cross-country devia-
tions from the law of one price. Some of this research stresses the importance of pricing-to-market
behavior, whereby producers in one country set different prices for their product, depending on the
country in which it is sold; see, for example, the work of Knetter (1993) and Goldberg and Knetter
(1997). Other research has documented deviations from the law of one price, sometimes using
country-wide price indexes, and sometimes using data on fairly narrow classes of goods—see, for
example, the work of Engel (1993, 1999), Engel and Rogers (1996), and Rogers and Jenkins (1995).
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categories of goods: fuels, commodities, and manufactured goods. Using these data,

we decompose a country’s terms of trade volatility into a component stemming from

differences in the composition of import baskets and export baskets, which we define

as a “goods price effect,” and a component due to cross-country differences in the

price of a particular class of goods, which we call a “country price effect.” In addition

to reporting the variance decomposition for each country in our sample, we analyze

the results to see whether there are broad stylized facts that emerge from the analysis.

Specifically, does the decomposition depend in a clear way on country characteristics—

developed vs. less-developed; exporter of manufactured goods vs. exporter of fuels or

other commodities? Our goal in this paper is twofold. First, we provide new evidence

on the sources of terms of trade volatility that should be of use to policymakers.

Second, the stylized facts that emerge from this analysis will provide guidance for

economists seeking to build better models of interdependent economies.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the data

that we use in our subsequent empirical analysis. Section 3 presents information on

terms of trade volatility and the structure of exports and imports for the countries in

our sample. Section 4 discusses issues associated with performing a decomposition

of the terms of trade into goods-price and country-price effects. We show why

there is not a unique decomposition of this form, and illustrate the structure of the

alternative decompositions that we will use. Section 5 contains our empirical results

on terms of trade decompositions into goods-price and country-price effects. We

discuss similarities and differences across different groups of countries: manufactures-

exporters vs. commodity exporters; developed countries vs. developing countries.

This section also discusses the implications of our empirical findings for future work

in open economy macroeconomics. Section 6 concludes.

2 Data sources and definitions

The data are from the World Bank’s World Tables (1991). This database contains

data on annual merchandise trade data for 100 countries, covering the period from

1969 to 1988 (the data were not collected after 1988). These data include export price

indices and trade value series for exports and imports of three broad categories of

merchandise trade: non-fuel commodities (mainly agricultural and primary products);

fuels; and manufactured goods. Each of these categories conforms to a Standard
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International Trade Classification (SITC): non-fuel commodities are the sum of SITC

codes 0, 1, 2, 4, and 68; fuels correspond to SITC code 3, and manufactured goods

correspond to SITC codes 5, 6, 7, and 8, except for code 68.

Although the data include export price indices for each commodity group, im-

port price indices are available only for aggregate imports. We therefore construct

import price indexes for each country for each commodity group using the following

procedure, which recognizes that most countries import goods from a large number

of trade partners ((see, for example, Michaely (1984), chapter 4). For each country,

indexed by k, and each group of imported goods, indexed by i, we construct the

Paasche index:

PMikt ≡
P
j 6=k PXijtXijtP
j 6=k PXijoXijt

, (1)

where PMikt denotes the import price index (the “M” superscript) for good i imported

into country k during period t. PXijt denotes the export price (the “X” superscript)

of country j for good i, measured in $US; Xijt is the volume of the ith good exported

by the jth country at time t, and PXijo is the jth country’s base year export price for

the ith good. To ensure that constructed import prices for each good are consistent

with the actual aggregate import prices (for which we have data), the import price

of manufactures is computed as a residual.2

Since the World Tables do not use a common base year for all countries, we scale

the price data so that each series is equal to one in 1986—this becomes the base year

that we use in constructing the world price indices. Export and import expenditure

shares are sample averages over the period 1969 to 1988. Throughout, we work with

growth rates of the price indexes. We do this for two reasons. First, the short-term

fluctuations in goods prices, especially commodity and fuel prices, are much larger

and presumably more important to policy makers than are the longer-term trends in

these prices. Second, the likely presence of unit roots in the price series would make

it impossible to perform a simple variance decomposition without the use of some
2Specifically,

PMmjt ≡
PMjt Mjt −

P
i6=m P

M
ijtMijt

PMjoMjo −
P
i6=m P

M
ijoMijo

,

where, PMmjt is the jth country’s constructed $US import price for manufactures, P
M
jt is the jth

country’s aggregate $US import price, Mijt is the volume of the ith good imported by the jth
country, Mjt the jth country’s aggregate import volume at time t, PMijois the jth country’s base year
import price for the ith good, and PMjo the jth country’s base year aggregate import price.
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type of filter. We experimented with the Hodrick-Prescott (1997) filter and found

our results were very similar to the results for growth rates.

3 Terms of trade volatility and trade structure

Table 1 summarizes the structure of international trade and the volatility of the terms

of trade for several groups of countries. For each of the 100 countries in our sample,

we computed the export and import shares devoted to each of three classes of goods:

commodities, fuels, and manufactures. Table 1 shows that there is great variation

across countries in the export shares for each of these three groups, while there is

much less variation across countries in the import shares. This table also shows net

export shares for each type of good, computed as the export share minus the import

share.

Countries are divided into groups according to largest net export share and

are further subdivided into developing and developed countries based on their IMF

classification—see Appendix A for a complete list of countries by group. A country

or group of countries is classified as a “commodity exporter” if the net export share

of commodities for that country of group exceeds the net export shares for fuels and

manufactures.

Looking first at developing countries, we find that most of these (60 of 79) are

net exporters of commodities: agricultural products and primary products. All but

one of the world’s main fuel exporters are also listed with the developing countries,

accounting for another 15 of this group. There are only four developing countries

that are net exporters of manufactured goods: Hong Kong, Israel, Korea, and Malta.

Most of the developed countries in our sample are net exporters of manufactured

goods; of the 21 developed countries, only 8 are commodity exporters and only Norway

is a net fuel exporter.

In terms of export and import shares, we observe that developed and developing

countries sometimes exhibit important differences even when they are net exporters

of the same good. For example, developing country commodity exporters have a

commodity export share of 67%, compared with a commodity export share of only

43% for developed country commodity exporters. Developing country fuel exporters

have an export share of fuels of 86%, compared with only 28% for the single fuel

exporter in the developed country group. The export shares for manufactured goods
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are similar for both developing and developed-country manufactured goods exporters.

The bottom panel of Table 1 shows terms of trade volatility and trade structure

for several of the major industrialized countries. The ‘typical’ industrialized country

is usually viewed as engaging in substantial two-way trade in manufactured goods,

while being a net exporter of manufactured goods and a net importer of commodities

and fuels. There is a sense in which this characterization is true for the MIC’s shown

in Table 1: each of these has a substantial share of manufacturing represented in both

exports and imports, and most of these countries are net exporters of manufactured

goods and net importers of commodities and fuels. In this regard, Japan is the

country that best fits this stylized characterization, with the highest share of net fuel

imports of all the countries or groups listed in Table 1. Japan also has the largest

export share of manufactured goods of all countries in our sample (96%) as well as

the largest net export share (71%).

Yet there are two notable exceptions to this stylized characterization of trade

patterns for industrialized countries. Canada is a net exporter of commodities,

primarily timber products, and is the only net importer of manufactured goods among

the major industrialized countries. The US is similar to Canada (and unlike the other

major industrialized countries) in being a net exporter of commodities. In fact, the

US has similar net export shares of commodities and manufactured goods: 7% and

8%, respectively. This is a very low share of net exports in manufactures compared

with the other industrialized countries.

Table 1 shows that the volatility of terms of trade growth differs greatly across

countries. The standard deviation of terms of trade growth for developing countries

as a group is 18.85% per year, compared with only 8.89% for developed countries. It

would be natural to conjecture that this can be explained by the fact that developing

countries export commodities and fuels, goods for which world prices are notoriously

volatile, while developed countries export manufactures with more stable prices. Yet

a closer look shows that this cannot be the whole story. Holding fixed the particular

good, developing countries have more volatile terms of trade. For example, develop-

ing country commodity exporters have terms of trade volatility of 12.05% per year,

compared with 8.61% for developed country commodity exporters. Similarly, terms

of trade volatility is higher for developing country fuel exporters than for the devel-

oped country fuel exporter. Only for manufactured goods is terms of trade volatility

similar for developed countries (7.11% per year) and developed countries (9.23% per
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year). Developing country fuel exporters have the most volatile terms of trade, with

a standard deviation of the annual growth rate of the terms of trade equal to nearly

32% per year. The volatility of the terms of trade for developing country commodity

exporters is about 12% per year, while the terms of trade volatility for developing

country manufactured-goods exporters is only about 7% per year.

Overall, the data suggest a potential link between a country’s terms of trade

volatility and that country’s trade structure. However, the dissimilarity between

the groups of developing and developed countries suggests that there may also be a

role for country-specific influences on the terms of trade. In the remainder of this

paper, we provide evidence on the importance of each of these forces in explaining

fluctuations in a country’s terms of trade.

4 Measurement

Our goal is to decompose the overall volatility in a country’s terms of trade into two

components: a “goods price” component reflecting the fact that the country exports

and imports different baskets of goods, and a “country price” component reflecting

the fact that different countries pay different prices for similar goods. This section

describes the considerations important to constructing such a decomposition.

4.1 Conceptual issues: The 2-good case

To illustrate the issues involved in constructing a terms of trade decomposition, we

begin by studying a situation in which there are only two goods: commodities and

manufactures. We will take up the three-good case subsequently, but the two-good

case makes the algebra simpler. Let px denote the log of the aggregate export price

deflator. Then

px = αxcp
x
c + αxmp

x
m (2)

where pxi is the export price of good i, and the subscripts denote the particular export

good: c for commodities, and m for manufactured goods.3 The share of good i in

3In practice, aggregate prices are an arithmetic rather than a geometric weighted average of
disaggregated prices. We find that aggregate prices constructed with geometric averages have vari-
ance/covariance properties that closely approximate those of aggregate prices constructed with arith-
metic averages.
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the export basket is denoted αxi , with αxc + αxm = 1.

The aggregate import deflator, pm, is given by:

pm = αmc p
m
c + αmmp

m
m (3)

where αmi is the share of good i in the import basket, p
m
i is the country’s import price

of good i, and where αmc + αmm = 1.

Subtracting (3) from (2) yields the log terms of trade, px − pm:

px − pm = αxcp
x
c + αxmp

x
m − (αmc pmc + αmmp

m
m) . (4)

Equation (4) is not yet in a form that will allow us to determine the influence of

goods prices vs. country prices on the overall terms of trade. Using the notation just

developed, an example of a “goods price” is (pxc − pxm). These are both export prices
(the superscript x), but export prices of different goods (the subscripts indicating

commodities, c, and manufactures, m). By contrast, an example of a “country

price” is (pxm−pmm) because it refers to the same good (the subscript m) with different
prices (the superscript denoting exports vs. imports).

Through algebraic manipulation of (4) we can express the terms of trade as the

sum of goods price components and country price components. However, there is not

a unique decomposition of this form. To see why, let’s think further about the country

price components. As noted above, the country price component for manufactures

is (pxm − pmm); for fuels it is (pxf − pmf ) and for commodities, (pxc − pmc ). In order to

aggregate these into their effects on the overall terms of trade, it is natural to multiply

each good’s country price term by the good’s share in a particular basket. But should

these be the import-basket shares or the export-basket shares? There is no a priori

reason to prefer one over the other. Thus there will be two decompositions: one

that uses the export shares as the weights for the country price terms, and one that

uses the import shares as the weights for the country price terms.

Let’s go through the details of the decomposition that uses the export weights

for the country price terms. Subtracting equation (3) from equation (2) yields the

following:

px − pm = αxc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αxm(p

x
m − pmm) + (αxc − αmc )p

m
c + (α

x
m − αmm)p

m
m

= αxc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αxm(p

x
m − pmm) + (αxc − αmc )p

m
c + ((1− αxc )− (1− αmc ))p

m
m

= αxc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αxm(p

x
m − pmm) + (αxc − αmc )p

m
c − (αxc − αmc )p

m
m
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= αxc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αxm(p

x
m − pmm)| {z }

country prices

+ (αxc − αmc )(p
m
c − pmm)| {z }

goods prices

. (5)

In equation (5), the first two terms on the right-hand-side involve “country prices”—

the relative export and import prices of commodities (the first term) and manufac-

tures (the second term) multiplied by the export shares. The last term in equation

(5) is a goods price term, involving the relative import prices of commodities to

manufactures.

There is a second decomposition that can be constructed by using the import

shares to construct the country price components. Subtracting (3) from (2) once

again, but now letting the coefficients on the country price components be import

shares, we have:

px − pm = αmc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αmm(p

x
m − pmm) + (αxc − αmc )p

x
c + (α

x
m − αmm)p

x
m

= αmc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αmm(p

x
m − pmm) + (αxc − αmc )p

x
c + ((1− αxc )− (1− αmc ))p

x
m

= αmc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αmm(p

x
m − pmm) + (αxc − αmc )p

x
c − (αxc − αmc )p

x
m

= αmc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αmm(p

x
m − pmm)| {z }

country prices

+ (αxc − αmc )(p
x
c − pxm)| {z }

goods prices

. (6)

As in equation (5), the first two terms are country price components: note that

the coefficients are now import shares. The third term is the goods price component,

involving the relative export prices of commodities to manufactures. Note that the

goods price term now involves relative export prices, whereas the goods price term

in (5) involved relative import prices.

The two decompositions, (5) and (6), will give different results for the terms of

trade decomposition into goods price components and country price components.

These two decompositions reflect different choices of numeraire for the underlying

basket of goods against which the country price components are calculated. In the

next sections, we present decompositions along these lines when there are three goods

instead of two.

4.2 Country prices vs. goods prices: The 3-good case

Now we are ready to consider the case in which there are three goods: commodities,

fuels, and manufactures. As before, let px denote the log of the aggregate export

price deflator. Then
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px = αxcp
x
c + αxfp

x
f + αxmp

x
m (7)

where, αxi is the share of good i in the export basket, p
x
i is export price of good i,

and the subscripts denote the particular export good: c for commodities, f for fuels,

and m for manufactured goods. The shares sum to one: αxc + αxf + αxm = 1.

The aggregate import deflator, pm, is given by:

pm = αmc p
m
c + αmf p

m
f + αmmp

m
m (8)

where αmi is the share of good i in the import basket, p
m
i is the country’s import price

of good i, and αmc + αmf + αmm = 1.

Combining (7) and (8) yields the log terms of trade, px − pm:

px − pm = αxcp
x
c + αxfp

x
f + αxmp

x
m −

³
αmc p

m
c + αmf p

m
f + αmmp

m
m

´
. (9)

As described in the preceding sub-section, we can work with equation (9) to

express the terms of trade as the sum of goods price components and country price

components. However, we found that there is not a unique decomposition of this

form. In the two-good case, there were 2 such decompositions; in this three-good

setting, there are 6!4 Fortunately, there are two main classes of decompositions which

correspond, as before, to a choice of the basket weights used to compute country

price components. One class uses export shares, another class uses import shares.

However, there are more choices to be made once there are more than two goods.

Within the goods price components, one must choose a specific numeraire good. Since

there are 3 goods, this will produce 3 variations within each class of decompositions.

Within each class, the three variations will give the same variance decomposition into

goods and country price components. The three variations within a particular class

differ only in the fraction of variance attributed to particular goods prices. This will

become clearer as we work through the details of the decomposition.

4That is: there are 6 decompositions in which there is a clear separation of “goods price” terms
from “country price” terms. If we are willing to permit terms that involve mixtures of goods
prices and country prices—a term such as (pxf −pmc ) would be an example—then there are many more
potential decompositions of the terms of trade.
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4.3 The first decomposition

Through appropriate addition and subtraction of terms, equation (9) can be rewritten

as follows:

px − pm = (αxc − αmc )(p
m
c − pmm) + (αxf − αmf )(p

m
f − pmm)| {z }

goods prices

+ αxc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αxf (p

x
f − pmf ) + αxm(p

x
m − pmm)| {z }

country prices

. (10)

The first two terms on the right-hand-side of equation (10) are goods prices. The

first term is the price of commodity imports relative to manufactured-goods imports;

the second term is the price of fuel imports relative to manufactured goods imports.

The last three terms are country prices—the export price relative to the import price

for each of the three goods (commodities, fuels, manufactures), all weighted by export

shares.

There are two other decompositions of the overall terms of trade that are very

similar to (10), in the sense that they also use export shares for country prices:

px − pm = (αxm − αmm)(p
m
m − pmc ) + (αxf − αmf )(p

m
f − pmc )| {z }

goods prices

+ αxc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αxf (p

x
f − pmf ) + αxm(p

x
m − pmm)| {z }

country prices

. (11)

px − pm = (αxc − αmc )(p
m
c − pmf ) + (αxm − αmm)(p

m
m − pmf )| {z }

goods prices

+ αxc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αxf (p

x
f − pmf ) + αxm(p

x
m − pmm)| {z }

country prices

. (12)

Equations (11)-(12) differ from equation (10) only in the goods price terms.

Specifically, equation (10) expressed goods prices relative to the import price of man-

ufactures. By contrast, equation (11) expresses goods prices relative to the import

price of commodities and equation (12) expresses goods prices relative to the im-

port price of fuels. Because each of the three country price terms is identical across

equations (10)-(12), the fraction of variance attributable to each of the country price

terms is also identical across the three equations. Further, this means that the terms
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of trade variance attributed to the sum of all goods price effects must be the same

across the three equations. The only difference across the three specifications will be

in the breakdown for the individual goods price components which, as we have just

noted, differ across the three equations.

4.4 The second decomposition

There is a second class of decompositions that uses the import basket shares as the

basis for computing country price effects. As noted in the preceding sub-section,

this leads to different results for the breakdown of the terms of trade into goods

price and country price components. As in the prior sub-section, there are three

variations within this class—one for each possible specification of the numeraire for

the computation of goods prices. In equation (10), the goods price terms were all

expressed relative to the (import) price of manufactured goods. In the current class

of decompositions, the goods price terms will involve export prices. If we express

goods prices relative to the export price of manufactures, and use the import basket

shares for computing country price effects, we obtain the following:

px − pm = (αxc − αmc )(p
x
c − pxm) + (αxf − αmf )(p

x
f − pxm)| {z }

country prices

+ αmc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αmf (p

x
f − pmf ) + αmm(p

x
m − pmm)| {z }

goods prices

. (13)

As before, there are two additional decompositions that yield the same country

price/goods price breakdown as that given in (13); these are as follows:

px − pm = (αxm − αmm)(p
x
m − pxc ) + (αxf − αmf )(p

x
f − pxc )| {z }

country prices

+ αmc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αmf (p

x
f − pmf ) + αmm(p

x
m − pmm)| {z }

goods prices

. (14)

px − pm = (αxc − αmc )(p
x
c − pxf) + (αxm − αmm)(p

x
m − pxf )| {z }

country prices

+ αmc (p
x
c − pmc ) + αmf (p

x
f − pmf ) + αmm(p

x
m − pmm)| {z }

goods prices

. (15)
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The next section puts these decompositions to work.

5 Explaining variation in the terms of trade

The preceding section developed expressions that relate the overall terms of trade

to goods price components and country price components. This exercise did not

yield a unique breakdown of the terms of trade along these lines. Thus our empirical

implementation of these results should be viewed as providing upper and lower bounds

on the goods price/country price decomposition of terms-of-trade volatility.

5.1 Volatility of goods prices and country prices

Before looking at the variance decomposition based on equation (10), it is useful to get

an idea of the volatility of the goods price and country price components themselves.

Table 2 shows the volatility of terms of trade growth as well as each of the possible

goods price and country price terms. There are several key facts that emerge from

Table 2. First, the volatility of goods prices (the relative price of different export

goods or different import goods) exceeds the volatility of the overall terms of trade by

a substantial amount. The relative prices that involve fuels are particularly volatile.

Second, country prices (export prices of particular goods, relative to import prices)

are much less volatile than goods prices, and also tend to be less volatile than the

overall terms of trade except for the country price for fuels.

5.2 Goods prices vs. country prices: A first look

This sub-section discusses results based on one particular decomposition of the terms

of trade, equation (10), reproduced below:

px−pm = (αxc−αmc )(pmc −pmm)+(αxf−αmf )(pmf −pmm)+αxc (pxc−pmc )+αxf(pxf−pmf )+αxm(pxm−pmm)
(16)

The variance of the terms of trade computed from this equation will have five

variance terms (one for each term on the right-hand-side) plus 10 covariance terms.

The covariance between term i and term j is apportioned equally between terms

i and j.5 When the covariance between two terms is negative, there is thus the

5Rogers and Jenkins (1995) also handled the covariance terms this way, in their decompositions
of the variance of real exchange rates.
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potential for the overall contribution to terms-of-trade variance of a particular term

to be negative. This tends to happen when the direct contribution to variance of a

term is quite small. In practice, there are only a few small, negative entries in the

tables.6

The results for the variance decomposition based on this equation are presented

in Table 3. This table shows the fraction of terms of trade variability due to goods

price components and country price components, together with a breakdown within

each category. As in Table 1, results are presented in summary form for groups of

countries; the detailed results for each country can be found in Appendix B.

To understand the structure of the table, it is helpful to look at one case in detail.

The first entry is for developing country commodity exporters; the statistics shown

are export-value-weighted means within the group. Within this group of countries,

then, the decomposition shown in equation (10) attributes 41% of terms of trade

variation to movements in relative goods prices (column 2), with the remaining 59%

due to movements in relative country prices (column 3).

The other columns of Table 3 show a more detailed breakdown within each group—

columns 4 and 5 have the details on goods price components, while columns 6-8

contain details on the country price components. Continuing to look at developing-

country commodity exporters, we find that movements in the relative import price

of commodities to manufactures (column 4) accounts for 27% of overall terms of

trade volatility, while movements in the import price of fuels relative to manufactures

(column 5) accounts for 14%. The country price sub-components are in columns 6-8.

Variation in the relative country prices of commodities (column 6) accounts for 42%

of overall terms of trade volatility, while variation in relative country prices of fuels

and manufactures (columns 7 and 8) account for 0% and 16%, respectively.

Let’s step back from the details and try to see whether there are any broad

inferences that can be drawn from Table 3. For developing countries as a group,

more of the terms of trade variation is due to goods prices compared with country

prices (52% goods price effects, vs. 48% country price effects), while the reverse is

true for developed countries (42% due to goods prices, 58% due to country prices).

This result is partly due to the fact that developing countries mainly export fuels and

commodities, while developed countries are mainly manufactures exporters. Fuel

6The covariance terms typically explain between 10% and 20% of the variance of the overall terms
of trade—omitting the covariance terms altogether would not change the main results of the paper.
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exporters in both groups show a much larger share of terms of trade variation coming

from goods price components relative to country price components. By contrast,

terms of trade volatility for commodities exporters and manufactures exporters in

both groups is mainly due to country price effects.

The lower panel of Table 3 contains disaggregated results for the major industri-

alized countries. For most of these countries, the results show a roughly equal split

between goods price components and country price components. For Canada and

the UK, however, the country price component is much larger than the goods price

component. The major contribution to the goods price component is typically the

import price of fuels relative to manufactures. The most important country price

component is the export price of manufactures relative to the import price, all multi-

plied by the export share of manufactures (this share is large in all of these countries,

except Canada). If we were to draw a rough generalization from Table 3, we would

say that terms of trade variation is about equally due to goods price variation and

country price variation, except for fuel exporters. For these countries, goods price

effects account for about three-fourths of overall terms of trade variation.

5.3 The alternative decomposition

Table 4 shows the variance decomposition of the terms of trade for the alternative

specification:

px−pm = (αxc−αmc )(pxc−pxm)+(αxf−αmf )(pxf−pxm)+αmc (pxc−pmc )+αmf (pxf−pmf )+αmm(pxm−pmm).
(17)

One main difference between this specification and equation (10) studied earlier is

that the coefficients on the country price terms are now import shares, whereas these

coefficients were export shares in equation (10). Further, the goods price components

in the equation above are relative export prices, whereas the goods price components

were relative import prices in the decomposition presented in Table 3.

The results for this alternative decomposition are presented in Table 4. For

developing country commodity exporters, the goods price component is the largest

source of terms of trade variation—this stands in contrast to the results shown in Table

3, where the country price component was dominant. The results are also reversed

for developing country exporters of manufactures: the country price effect is much
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smaller (59%) than it was in Table 3 (87%).

The breakdown for developing-country fuel exporters is similar across Tables 3

and 4, with the predominant effect coming from goods prices. In contrast to the

results for developing countries, which were sensitive to the specific decomposition

employed, the results for the three groups of developed countries shown in Table 4 are

very similar to the results from Table 3. Specifically, goods price effects dominate

for fuel exporters, while country price effects are most important for exporters of

manufactures.

The summary statistics for the three groups of countries at the world level suggest

that there is little difference in the variance decompositions across the two specifica-

tions: commodity exporters and manufactured-good exporters have terms of trade

variation driven by country effects, while fuel exporters’ terms of trade are driven by

relative price changes. Yet these aggregates mask the fact that the two decomposi-

tions can give very different answers for specific countries.

The lower panel of Table 4, in parallel with Table 3, shows results for several of

the industrialized countries. The results are largely similar across Tables 3 and 4

for Canada, Germany and Italy. For the other countries—France, Japan, the UK,

and the US—the Table 4 specification leads to differences in the goods price/country

price decompositions. Despite the fact that all of these countries are exporters of

manufactured goods, the differences between Tables 3 and 4 are not easily summa-

rized. In Table 4, for example, France’s terms of trade and those of the US are

more strongly driven by country effects (compared with Table 3). For Japan and

the UK, by contrast, the goods price components are more important in the Table

4 specification. The US and France have similar decompositions in each of Tables

3 and 4, due to the fact that the export and import shares are similar across these

two countries (see Table 1) and there is similar volatility in goods and country prices

(Table 2). Germany and Italy are another pair of countries for which shares and

relative price volatilities are quite similar, leading to similar findings within each of

Tables 3 and 4. The results for Canada do not change much between Table 3 and

Table 4 because of the similarity between Canada’s export shares and import shares.

Finally, the results for Japan are very different between Tables 3 and 4 primarily

because export shares in Japan are so different from import shares.

Figure 1 contains distributional information on the importance of the goods price

component for each of the three groups of countries—exporters of commodities, fuels,
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and manufactures. In this figure, each country is treated as one observation; for

purposes of comparison, results for the two decompositions (Tables 3 and 4, corre-

sponding to equations (10) and (13)) are shown on the same graphs.

The left-hand panels of this figure contain histograms, where the horizontal axis

contains deciles corresponding to the percentage of terms of trade variance due to

goods price effects, and the vertical axis shows the fraction of each group that falls

within a particular decile. These histograms tell us how important the goods-price

effect is for a particular group of countries, and also tell us whether there is much

dispersion with each group in the importance of the goods-price effect. The right-

hand panels contain cumulative histograms computed from the histogram for the

country group shown immediately to its left.

Beginning with commodity exporters (the top panels of Figure 1), we see a roughly

uniform distribution in terms of the fraction of terms of trade variance explained by

goods prices. This is evident in the histogram on the left; it is also evident in the

gentle slope of the cumulative histogram shown on the right. For some commodity

exporters, goods prices explain little of the overall terms of trade variance; for others,

goods prices explain a great deal. The decomposition reported in Table 3, represented

in this figure by the hatched bars, results in a smaller contribution from the goods-

price component than the decomposition from Table 4 (the solid bars). This is easier

to see in the cumulative histogram, where the line for Table 3 lies to the left of that

for Table 4.

The middle panel is for fuel exporters—we saw in Tables 3 and 4 that the goods

price component is very important for fuel exporters, taken as a group. The his-

togram shows that the distribution is fairly concentrated as well: the goods price

component explains a very large percentage of the overall terms of trade for most

of the countries in this group. The concentration in the distribution is also evident

in the shape of the cumulative histogram, which starts out fairly flat and then rises

dramatically for higher deciles of the goods price component.

The bottom panel is for exporters of manufactured goods. For these countries, the

distribution is more diffuse than for fuel exporters, but not as diffuse as commodity

exporters. For about 80% of the manufactured-goods exporters, the goods price

explains less than 50% of the variation in the terms of trade—this is easily seen on the

cumulative histogram. Yet this figure shows that there is a great deal of variation

within this group in the exact fraction of terms of trade volatility stemming from
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goods price effects.

6 Conclusion

This paper investigates relative importance of goods-price effects vs. country-price

effects in contributing to overall volatility in a country’s terms of trade. We showed

that there is not a unique decomposition of this form, and presented results for two

alternative decompositions. Although we found that there was substantial varia-

tion across countries in the contributions of goods prices vs. country prices, some

broad findings did emerge. For fuel exporters, most of the terms of trade variation

stems from goods-price effects, as might have been expected, a priori. For com-

modity exporters, there was great dispersion in the importance of goods price effects

vs. country price effects, and no overall generalization was possible. Exporters of

manufactured goods face terms of trade variation that appears to be about equally

due to goods-price effects and country-price effects.

It is worth considering further the economics behind our decomposition. Certainly

variation in relative goods prices is easy enough to understand—but what do we mean

when we say that there is variation in a country price component? The price of,

say, manufactures exports relative to the price of manufactures imports may fluctuate

because of failure of the law of one price. On the other hand, this “country price”

may fluctuate simply because the country imports and exports different baskets of

manufactured goods. Because we are dealing with goods at a fairly high level of

aggregation, it is reasonably likely that export and import baskets differ within each

of our three categories of goods. To the extent that this is the case, we will attribute

too much to “country prices” and too little to “goods prices.”

Although this paper is primarily interested in exploring the sources of terms of

trade volatility in an accounting sense, our results nevertheless have implications

for theory and empirical work in international economics. This sub-section briefly

summarizes the main issues.

Many papers that develop quantitative models of open economy business cycles

have been concerned about the inability of the model to match the terms of trade

volatility observed in the data: see, for example, Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1994,

1995) and Stockman and Tesar (1995). Most of these early models had a small

number of production sectors, and the goods produced were durable manufactured
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goods—there was no role for energy (fuels) or primary commodities either in produc-

tion or trade. These early models produced very little terms of trade volatility:

Backus, Kehoe, and Kydland explain about 2% of overall terms of trade variance,

while Stockman and Tesar explain about 14%. Our analysis has shown that the

terms of trade for manufactured-goods alone is only about two-thirds as volatile than

the overall terms of trade. Thus models that abstract from commodity trade and

fuel trade should be trying to match the manufactured-goods terms of trade, which

is only about two-thirds as volatile as the overall terms of trade. As a fraction of

the variance in manufactured-goods terms of trade, these models explain only 3%

(Backus, et al.) and 21% (Stockman and Tesar).

For developed countries, we found that the goods-price component explains about

half of the terms of trade variance, although there are important differences across

countries within this group. International macroeconomic models of trade, even be-

tween developed countries, should therefore build in an important role for production

and trade of commodities and fuels, as well as manufactured goods. Two papers

that specifically attempt to replicate terms of trade volatility are Backus and Crucini

(1998) and Kouparitsas (1996). Backus and Crucini (1998) model trade between

developed and developing countries, incorporating a role for fuels as a traded input

to production. Their model predicts that the variance in the terms of trade 40%-

50% as large as that in the data, which is a marked improvement over the earlier

literature. Kouparitsas (1996) also models trade between developed and developing

countries, and builds in an important role for traded intermediate goods as well as

primary products (non-fuels) and manufactured goods. The terms of trade variance

generated by his model is 95% of that found in the data.

Finally, we found that there is an important role for country price effects in ex-

plaining variation in the terms of trade. Country price effects were most important

for exporters of manufactured goods and commodities, and were less important for

fuel exporters. The importance of country prices is especially large for manufactured

goods, and suggests that international macro models should build in a reason for

different import and export prices of manufactured goods, such as product differenti-

ation, pricing to market, or barriers to trade. The importance of goods-price effects

for developed countries suggests that international macro models must incorporate

a richer sectoral structure before they can hope to explain observed volatility in the

terms of trade. This is an important avenue for future research.
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Table 1
Terms of Trade Volatility and Trade Structure

Terms of
trade

Country/Region volatility Commod. Fuels Manuf. Commod. Fuels Manuf. Commod. Fuels Manuf.
Developing
    Commodity Exporters (60) 12.05 0.67 0.06 0.28 0.17 0.16 0.66 0.49 -0.11 -0.39
    Fuel Exporters (15) 31.84 0.08 0.86 0.06 0.18 0.03 0.78 -0.10 0.82 -0.72
    Manufactures Exporters (4) 7.11 0.10 0.01 0.89 0.24 0.11 0.65 -0.14 -0.10 0.23
    Total (79) 18.85 0.32 0.38 0.29 0.19 0.10 0.71 0.14 0.28 -0.42

Developed
   Commodity Exporters (8) 8.61 0.43 0.11 0.46 0.16 0.12 0.72 0.27 0.00 -0.26
    Fuel Exporters (1) 7.53 0.27 0.28 0.45 0.15 0.10 0.75 0.11 0.18 -0.29
    Manufactures Exporters (12) 9.23 0.14 0.03 0.82 0.26 0.21 0.54 -0.12 -0.17 0.29
    Total (21) 8.89 0.19 0.05 0.75 0.24 0.19 0.58 -0.04 -0.13 0.18

World
    Commodity Exporters (68) 10.39 0.55 0.08 0.36 0.17 0.14 0.69 0.38 -0.06 -0.33
    Fuel Exporters (16) 31.01 0.09 0.84 0.07 0.18 0.04 0.78 -0.09 0.80 -0.71
    Manufactures Exporters (16) 9.13 0.14 0.03 0.83 0.26 0.20 0.54 -0.12 -0.17 0.29

Major Industrial Countries
    Canada 9.26 0.35 0.12 0.53 0.13 0.08 0.79 0.22 0.04 -0.26
    France 8.01 0.22 0.03 0.75 0.22 0.19 0.59 0.01 -0.16 0.15
    Germany 8.66 0.09 0.03 0.88 0.26 0.16 0.58 -0.17 -0.13 0.30
    Italy 9.98 0.10 0.05 0.84 0.31 0.22 0.47 -0.21 -0.17 0.38
    Japan 14.54 0.04 0.00 0.96 0.38 0.37 0.25 -0.35 -0.36 0.71
    United Kingdom 6.82 0.13 0.10 0.77 0.28 0.12 0.59 -0.15 -0.02 0.18
    United States 7.84 0.25 0.04 0.71 0.18 0.19 0.63 0.07 -0.16 0.08
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from World Bank (1991). 
Notes: 1. Entries refer to export-weighted average of the group, except in the case of major industrial countries where the reported statistics are for
individual countries. 2. Volatility is measured by the standard deviation of the annual growth rate.

Export shares Import shares Net export shares



Terms of
trade

Country/Region (px-pm) (pc
x-pm

x) (pf
x-pm

x) (pc
x-pf

x) (pc
m-pm

m) (pf
m-pm

m) (pc
m-pf

m) (pc
x-pc

m) (pf
x-pf

m) (pm
x-pm

m)

Developing
    Commodity Exporters (60) 12.05 15.07 36.23 37.71 11.15 29.47 30.29 10.53 8.52 9.48
    Fuel Exporters (15) 31.84 17.49 35.82 37.20 10.86 30.15 29.39 9.16 9.33 12.94
    Manufactures Exporters (4) 7.11 8.89 35.67 37.04 10.41 30.49 30.29 5.63 8.28 8.52
    Total (79) 18.85 15.14 35.98 37.32 10.89 29.87 29.93 8.95 8.86 10.79

Developed
   Commodity Exporters (8) 8.61 11.85 28.61 25.44 11.11 30.82 31.05 5.67 29.93 7.42
    Fuel Exporters (1) 7.53 14.74 32.47 36.98 11.05 30.97 30.35 5.94 10.90 5.71
    Manufactures Exporters (12) 9.23 12.62 29.56 25.03 12.18 29.65 30.63 4.80 25.28 6.57
    Total (21) 8.89 12.51 29.13 25.09 11.91 29.99 30.73 4.92 25.88 6.42

World
    Commodity Exporters (68) 10.39 13.52 32.56 31.79 11.13 30.12 30.65 8.19 18.86 8.49
    Fuel Exporters (16) 31.01 17.40 35.70 37.19 10.87 30.18 29.42 9.04 9.39 12.69
    Manufactures Exporters (16) 9.13 12.43 29.86 25.62 12.09 29.69 30.61 4.84 24.45 6.66

Major Industrial Countries
    Canada 9.26 12.82 29.04 27.94 10.24 30.31 31.63 5.06 36.39 6.00
    France 8.01 11.70 28.78 21.85 11.77 31.40 30.64 4.28 28.45 6.03
    Germany 8.66 11.52 31.11 24.34 12.40 31.87 30.79 2.55 28.54 5.66
    Italy 9.98 11.33 33.99 27.66 11.69 31.03 30.63 4.65 27.39 6.44
    Japan 14.54 13.50 33.93 28.18 14.65 24.67 30.32 6.81 27.61 11.33
    United Kingdom 6.82 11.54 36.53 36.58 11.41 29.58 30.08 2.35 7.46 5.11
    United States 7.84 14.85 17.09 16.11 11.01 29.45 31.19 5.57 25.03 5.04
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from World Bank (1991). 
Notes: 1. Entries refer to export-weighted average of the group, except in the case of major industrial countries where the reported statistics are for
 individual countries. 2. Volatility is measured by the standard deviation of the annual growth rate.

Import prices

Table 2
Volatility of relative prices

Goods prices
Export prices Country prices



Goods Country
price price αm

x(pm
x-pm

m)
Country/Region (1) (2) (7)
Developing
    Commodity Exporters (60) 0.41 0.59 0.27 0.14 0.42 0.00 0.16
    Fuel Exporters (15) 0.77 0.23 0.00 0.77 0.01 0.21 0.01
    Manufactures Exporters (4) 0.13 0.87 -0.05 0.19 -0.01 0.00 0.88
    Total (79) 0.52 0.48 0.09 0.42 0.16 0.09 0.23

Developed
   Commodity Exporters (8) 0.27 0.73 0.21 0.06 0.14 0.34 0.25
    Fuel Exporters (1) 0.78 0.22 0.03 0.75 -0.02 0.08 0.16
    Manufactures Exporters (12) 0.45 0.55 0.02 0.43 0.02 0.05 0.48
    Total (21) 0.42 0.58 0.05 0.37 0.04 0.11 0.43

World
    Commodity Exporters (68) 0.34 0.66 0.24 0.10 0.29 0.17 0.21
    Fuel Exporters (16) 0.77 0.23 0.00 0.77 0.01 0.20 0.02
    Manufactures Exporters (16) 0.44 0.56 0.02 0.42 0.02 0.04 0.50

Major Industrial Countries
    Canada 0.14 0.86 0.18 -0.05 0.14 0.43 0.30
    France 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.50 -0.01 0.07 0.43
    Germany 0.47 0.53 0.05 0.42 0.01 0.06 0.47
    Italy 0.52 0.48 0.08 0.45 0.02 0.04 0.42
    Japan 0.43 0.57 -0.11 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.57
    United Kingdom 0.26 0.74 0.19 0.07 0.03 -0.01 0.72
    United States 0.53 0.47 0.03 0.50 0.02 0.10 0.35
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from World Bank (1991). 
Note: Entries refer to export-weighted average of the group, except in the case of major industrial countries where the reported statistics are for 
individual countries.

(3) (4) (5) (6)

Terms of trade variance decomposition
Export shares for country prices

Table 3

Country price componentsGoods price components
(αc

x-αc
m)(pc

m-pm
m) (αf

x-αf
m)(pf

m-pm
m) αc

x(pc
x-pc

m) αf
x(pf

x-pf
m)



Goods Country
price price (αf

x-αf
m)(pf

x-pm
x) αm

m(pm
x-pm

m)
Country/Region (1) (2) (4) (7)
Developing
    Commodity Exporters (60) 0.61 0.39 0.39 0.22 0.12 -0.04 0.32
    Fuel Exporters (15) 0.88 0.12 0.01 0.87 0.01 0.01 0.10
    Manufactures Exporters (4) 0.41 0.59 0.09 0.32 -0.02 -0.05 0.66
    Total (79) 0.66 0.34 0.15 0.51 0.05 -0.02 0.31

Developed
   Commodity Exporters (8) 0.14 0.86 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.35 0.46
    Fuel Exporters (1) 0.72 0.28 -0.02 0.74 -0.01 0.03 0.27
    Manufactures Exporters (12) 0.37 0.63 0.09 0.28 0.02 0.29 0.31
    Total (21) 0.32 0.68 0.09 0.24 0.03 0.32 0.33

World
    Commodity Exporters (68) 0.38 0.62 0.25 0.13 0.08 0.15 0.39
    Fuel Exporters (16) 0.87 0.13 0.01 0.86 0.01 0.01 0.11
    Manufactures Exporters (16) 0.38 0.62 0.09 0.28 0.02 0.27 0.33

Major Industrial Countries
    Canada 0.22 0.78 0.15 0.07 0.05 0.29 0.44
    France 0.19 0.81 0.00 0.19 -0.01 0.48 0.34
    Germany 0.36 0.64 0.12 0.24 0.02 0.31 0.31
    Italy 0.56 0.44 0.15 0.41 0.05 0.16 0.23
    Japan 0.71 0.29 0.12 0.60 -0.03 0.17 0.15
    United Kingdom 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.10 0.07 -0.02 0.55
    United States 0.16 0.84 -0.01 0.16 0.01 0.52 0.31
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from World Bank (1991). 
Note: Entries refer to export-weighted average of the group, except in the case of major industrial countries where the reported statistics are for 
individual countries.

Table 4
Terms of trade variance decomposition

Import shares for country prices

(3) (5) (6)

Goods price components Country price components
(αc

x-αc
m)(pc

x-pm
x) αc

m(pc
x-pc

m) αf
m(pf

x-pf
m)
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The importance of goods price effects across countries
Figure 1
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